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Haydn’s String Quartets: 
• Chamber music was very popular amongst the aristocracy of 
the Classical Period.   

• It written for two to nine instruments - a much smaller group 
than an orchestra.  It was intended to be fun for the performers 
as well as to be entertaining for the audience.  A chamber music 
group is a team! 

• It has only one player per part, giving it a lighter sound than 
orchestral music, and it was intended to be played in a room, rather than a 
concert hall, which made it feel more personal. 

• Aristocrats often liked to play chamber music with friends, and to hire 
professional musicians to play chamber music for their guests after dinner. 

• Haydn wrote a great deal of chamber music, including 68 string 
quartets.  His string quartets are a very important part of his works. 

• String quartets are like a lively conversation between four intelligent and 
sensitive people. 

• String quartets often have four movements, like a symphony or sonata. 

• Haydn’s first string quartet was written in 1757.  He wrote for four 
players because there only 3 other musicians were available at the time!  

String Quartet Opus 33 No 2, nicknamed ’The Joke’ - due to some sudden 
and surprising pauses and fortes, and the ending itself which has many rests 
which are trick ’endings’. Finally it finishes without resolving to the tonic!  

String Quartet Opus 64 No 5 was nicknamed ‘The Lark’ due to the soaring 
violin melody in the beginning, like a bird song. 

String Quartet Opus 76 No 3 was nicknamed ‘The Emperor’ as the second 
movement is a set of variations on the anthem ‘God Save Emperor Francis’ 
which he had written earlier. 

  

  Haydn’s Operas & Oratorios: 
• An opera is a play or drama set to music, and staged with 

costumes and scenery.  An oratorio has a Biblical theme, and 
is not staged or costumed. 

• Haydn wrote a lot of operas for the Esterhazy’s, for 
entertaining them and their guests. Together with his 
musicians & singers they staged around 150 operas each year. 

• He wrote 17 operas, and most of his Operas had a comic theme. 

• The words for an opera are called the ‘libretto’ 

• Haydn wrote ‘The Creation’ (an oratorio) late in life, after his London 
trips. 
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(1732-1809) 

Franz Joseph Haydn was born in Rohrau, a town in Austria, 
in 1732.  Although his first name is Franz, he is generally 
called by his second name, Joseph. 

He was from a poor family. His father made coach wheels for a living, and 
was also skilled at carpentry.  He made musical instruments for his family 
to play, and the family enjoyed singing folk songs, dancing and playing 
together, and often gave little amateur concerts for friends.   

Young Joseph Haydn was very musical, and his parents wanted to give him 
the chance to develop his musicality.  At the age of six they sent him to  
live with a relative who was a musician, in Hainburg, for musical training.  

During this time, Joseph learned to play harpsichord and violin.  He had 
a good singing voice, and auditioned to be a choir boy at St Stephens 
Cathedral in Vienna.  He was accepted into the cathedral choir and church 
school at age 8.  Students studied Latin and other school subjects as well 
as violin, keyboard and voice (but not a lot of music theory).  His younger 
brother Michael later joined him there in the school choir program.   

Haydn had a strong sense of humor, and loved practical jokes.  One time 
he cut off a classmates ponytail! 

When he was about 15, as his voice broke (became lower), he couldn’t 
sing in the boys choir any more, and so left the school and choir.  He 
struggled for several years, and to support himself he worked many 
different jobs, giving music lessons, and doing other jobs.   

After a while he got a job with the composer Niccolo Porpora - as an 
accompanist, general assistant and valet.  He looked after his clothes, and 
general day to day needs, and copied out music the music that Porpora 
wrote (music copying was done by hand in those days).   

Porpora became a mentor and teacher to him, teaching him music 
theory and composition, filling in the gaps in his music education.  Haydn 
was very interested in learning more about music, and studied an important 
book about composing by Johann Fux.  He also carefully studied works by 
Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach (son of the famous JS Bach), later saying that 
C.P.E. Bach’s music was a big influence on him.  In particular he studied his 
first six keyboard sonatas, determined to master them.  
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symphony plays a joke on the listener, by getting softer and softer, and 
then a surprising the audience with a sudden loud chord! 

The ‘Farewell’ symphony was written one summer while Prince Nicholas’ 
court & musicians were living at the Esterhazy’s summer palace, away from 
Esterhazy.  The final movement has the musicians finish one or two at a 
time, and leave, until only 2 violins are left.  This was Haydn’s tactful way 
of letting the prince know the musicians were tired and wanted to go back 
home to their families at Esterhazy. 

Symphony No 47, is nicknamed the ‘Palindrome’.  The third movement 
"Minuetto al Roverso" is the reason this it got this nickname, as the 
second part of the Minuet is the same as the first but backwards and the 
Trio was written in this way too.  

Symphony No. 84 is nicknamed ‘The Hen’. This nickname comes from 
the ‘clucking’ sound of the second subject in the first movement, which 
reminded listeners of the jerky head motion of a walking hen.  

Symphony No. 103 is nicknamed The Drumroll because of the long roll on 
the timpani at the beginning. It was written in 1795, and his second last 
symphony.  It is one of 12 symphonies written for performance in England. 

 
Haydn's Keyboard Sonatas: 

Haydn wrote around 50 keyboard sonatas, through most of his working 
life, from 1760 to 1790. 

His earlier sonatas are mainly in major keys.  They were written for 
clavichord or harpsichord (as the piano was not yet in common use).  They 
have a simplicity of style, and are homophonic.    

Haydn developed sonata form to a new level by adding a second subject 
to the exposition, extending the development including modulations to 
related keys, and standardizing the recapitulation to repeat the main 
themes in the tonic key. 

Haydn’s sonatas use modulation - often have freely modulating passages 
(cycle of 5ths, etc) - especially in development 
section. 

His later sonatas (1780 on) specifically show 
requirement for pianoforte, eg, written dynamics 
call for sfz, crescendo & diminuendo, and accents - 
which were not possible on harpsichord 

His sonatas have an expressive style - they are 
often dramatic, with many mood changes 

Majority of his sonatas have 3 movements, 
however there are several with 2 movements, and 
some with 4 movements. 

 
1780 style Fortepiano 



 

 

Continued - Classical Style  
Mood:   
•Frequent changes in mood, with many contrasting moods in each 
piece - unlike Baroque music which tends to have one main mood 

for each piece.  Mood in classical music can change suddenly or gradually. 

Texture:  
•Homophonic (melody with an accompaniment) rather than polyphonic (many 
melodies all at the same time) 

Form: 
•At this time the musical ‘rules’ for structure or ‘form’ of music became 
more developed and cemented 

•Form was clear cut, and well-defined.  Some examples are: 

  Sonata Form:  also called first movement form -  Was developed from 
Binary Form.  It has three main sections exposition, development, and 
recapitulation, and generally uses two themes.  (These sections all have a 
set scheme for tonality, which you should research if you are playing a piece 
in this form - especially in the higher grades.) 

  Binary: 2 part form - has two themes/tunes (A and B) 

  Minuet & trio:  a minuet followed by a trio, usually repeating the minuet 
(like in ternary form) 

  Rondo form:  usually has several themes, and the first theme keeps 
returning between the other themes A-B-A-C-A (can be more than this, but 
this one is common) 

  Sonata-rondo:  a combination of both sonata and rondo forms 

  Ternary:  3 part form, where the first theme returns: A-B-A 

  Theme & Variations:  a theme, which is then taken and changed/varied in 
a different way for each variation (one variation may change the key, the 
next might add semiquavers, etc) 

  Trio:  a composition for three parts/instruments; or the middle section 
of a minuet or scherzo, after which the first section is repeated 

 

Haydn’s Symphonies: 

A Symphony is a complex composition for orchestra.  A symphony 
is like a sonata written for a whole orchestra. 

Haydn wrote 106 symphonies throughout his life. 

His symphonies generally have 4 movements, although there are 
some with 3 movements. 

Although some of his symphonies have nicknames, they were not 
given these nicknames by Haydn. 

Haydn’s music is known for it’s ‘jokes’: for example, the ‘Surprise’ 
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As his ability and musical skills increased, he started to become known 
with his compositions, and this brought him to the attention of the 
aristocracy, giving him more freelance work.   

In 1749 he gained a position as a Kapellmeister (music director), with 
Count Morzin, conducting his orchestra and composing.  However, 12 years 
later Count Morzin lost a lot of money, and had to dismiss his musicians. 

Next Haydn was employed by the noble Esterhazy family. He started as 
an assistant to their Music Director and composer, and later was promoted 
to full Music Director, conducting the Esterhazy orchestra, composing new 
music (like operas, symphonies, and chamber music).  He stayed with the 
Esterhazy’s for most of his life.   

As the Esterhazy family lived on a magnificent estate in the country, 
this isolated him from other composers and music trends.  He said this 
‘forced him to become original’.  Despite this, his compositions became very 
well known, and he became one of the most famous composers in Europe.  

In 1779 his contract with the Esterhazy family was changed, instead of 
only composing for the Esterhazy family, his new contract allowed him to 
write for others and sell his music to publishers and this led to him becoming 
more widely known.  He was a good business man, and earned a lot of money 
through this, which helped him a lot in his old age. 

In 1790 Prince Nicholas Esterhazy died and his son, Anton, inherited the 
Esterhazy estate.  As he was not as fond of music as Nicholas, did not need 
Haydn very much, and he reduced Haydn’s wage.  

Haydn then accepted an offer from Johann 
Saloman to go to London to compose new 
works and conduct orchestras.  (At the age of 
58 this was the first time he saw the sea!)  
Haydn later returned to Esterhazy to work for 
Nicholas's grandson - in this period he wrote 
more church music. 

In 1809 he died in Vienna, Austria.  This was 
during the time of the French Emperor 
Napoleon invading Europe, and his forces were 
bombarding Vienna even as Haydn lay dying.  
Haydn had become so well-known across Europe 
that several of Napoleon’s officers attended his 
funeral to honour him. 



 

 

 
 

  

Haydn was a composer of the first ‘Viennese Classical School’. 

He has been nicknamed the 'father of the Symphony' and the 'father 
of the string quartet' for his contribution and development to these 
genres - he wrote lots of symphonies and string quartets!  His music is very 
varied - he was a great innovator and experimenter. 

He was influenced by CPE Bach & JC Bach - two of the sons of the 
famous baroque composer, JS Bach.  He liked their lighter, 'pre-classical' 
style (called 'style galant').  

As a young composer, he was also strongly influenced by Johann Fux, 
through his book on composition.  He studied it carefully and made notes 
from it.  He later loaned this text book to Mozart. 

His keyboard playing and compositions were strongly influenced by 
C.P.E Bach - by the music itself and also by his famous book “Essay on the 
True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments” (1732). Haydn called this book, 
“the school of schools” and began to study it in the 1750s.  He thoroughly 
learned all of the first six of C.P.E. Bach’s keyboard sonatas.  

Haydn’s music is often joyous, and often humorous - he uses unexpected 
pauses, tempo changes, and dynamic changes to produce comic effects. 

He was a mentor and friend to Mozart - they most likely first met in 
1783, when Haydn was 51 and Mozart 27.  Over the years they enjoyed 
playing in string quartets together.  Mozart dedicated 6 string quartets to 
his friend Haydn, and often called him ‘Papa Haydn’,  

Later in life he taught the young Beethoven, whom he first met in 1790, 
in Bonn, when Haydn had stopped off there on his way to London where he 
was to perform & compose.  Although the two did not always see eye to 
eye, and Haydn was very busy with 
compositions for his London 
market, Beethoven did dedicate 
his opus 2 piano sonatas to Haydn.  

His younger brother Michael was 
also a musician and composer. 

His contemporaries (others who 
lived at the same time) include: 
C.P.E. Bach, Clementi, Boccherini, 
Mozart, Beethoven, Salieri. 
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Most of Haydn’s working life as a composer was during the Classical 
Period, which was from approximately 1750 to 1820.  In his music we can 
see musical features that reflect the ideas and values of this period.  The  

elements are often used in the following ways throughout his music: 

Melody:  
•Melodies were tuneful, singable and easy to remember 
•Often written in 2 and 4 bar phrases - Melodies were made up of cells of 
small patterns, like snippets of dialogue, following one another building longer 
patterns which make up themes.   
•These themes were then arranged to produce the larger, overall form 

Rhythm:  
•Generally used a wide variety of different rhythmic patterns, with much 
variety and flexibility 
•Rhythm is always balanced & symmetrical 

Tonality:  
•Strong sense of key relationships, using fairly closely related keys. 
•Pieces were punctuated by cadences for stability 
•Mostly used major or minor keys 
•Sections of less ‘stable’ music (eg, development) were balanced by sections 
sounding more stable.  Musical tension was resolved by the end of the piece 

Dynamics:  
•Wide ranging, and crescendo & diminuendo became very popular, especially as 
the new fortepiano developed and was able to do crescendos and diminuendos 
(the harpsichord could not do this).   

•Use of crescendo/diminuendo was a bit of a novelty, and it increased their 
ability to express shades of emotion. 

•The piano (or fortepiano) was invented around 1700 - and allowed more 
gradual changes in dynamics, as different degrees of volume could be achieved 
by finger pressure.  As it was improved, it began to replace 
the harpsichord around the 1770’s.  Most of the later 
works of Haydn were written for the piano (fortepiano). 

Style:   
Music in the Classical period placed a great importance on 
elegance and refinement. 


